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1. We note with interest a report from PCB on subject because it came at
a time when we rectived a report from CAW A!A also alle-edpecoming from subject.
NENNTWICH is very active in the Eonn area again and ClausNjacobi, Spiegel corres-
pondent who is planning a derogatory article on hie activities, has spent con-
siderable time and effort observing him. Jacobi has uncovered a f interesting
facts which crc listed herewith. (a) He peddics his information the "Y oslavs

p. at a price of DH 2,000 monthly. (b) He often 3ives his reports t dansfe48f
th ra )furter Rundschau for an unknown price. (c) "c ays al- .st weekly
visits to Globke and be signs himscif in and out of the Chancellery as "Dr. Zahn".
Jacobi claims that he has observed Globke coming out of his office greeting
"Herr Dr. Zahn" and taking him back into his office even though other people
bad arrived earlier and were waiting to see Globke. Jacobi believes N'iltIICH
has convincedGlobke he has a good source in the U.S. Eigh Commission.~4AN5

2. To this ue would L:e to add the following. ZLCH-NiM'IWT1CH was passing
information to the CAJd1A organisation in 1952 which in turn was passed to us.
These reports consisted of information on alleged neetings between Sam ieber
and Tschuikow. The inforg.'tion was allegealy received fro a well elaced source
at EICOG. At that time we checke with r. Reber and found that it was true,

r . that he had seen Tschuiko, 'ut the subject nattcr of the discussion as reported
by NDWIWICH was completely fabricated. We :clieve that ZCE-HirWIC!I knows a
German employee at :ZCOG uho passes no secret information to him but apparently
tells of some of the -ovements of the Figh Co:sissioner and the senior members
of EICCG. On the basis of these movements it seems ZECH-NEiTM-ICH prepares rather
clever reports which he peddles to the rich intelligence narket here in 5onn.

3. We discussed this matter witl chile here and are in
the process of cbtzining considerably more iaterial on subject and his activi-
ties. Incidentally, Jacobi also claims that ZECE-b.iiTICH is in close contact
with a ZIDTER agent and he allegedly also receives funds from ZIPPER.

4. Attached hereto is one of tbe latest reports issued by subject. It
concern, itself with :endes-France and the political situation in France. It
was obtained by CAk'JMA from Frankfurter Rundschau sources.. Subject claims this
report is based on a disrtuh which von Etzdorff of the Jerman Foreign Office
transmitted to Hallstein. An identical report uas shown to t;:e undersigned by
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Jacobi recently, and a few days ago CAR.l.AN4A told me that the Yugoslavs also
had the same report. As soon as we have collected further information on
subject we will forward it to CART and PCB for further analysis.
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